Diamond of Deceit

Dead men dont rob banks Bank executive
Emma Kingston was on vacation when the
vault blew up. A man was killed and his
identity strangely obliterated by acid. A
kings ransom littered the floor around him
but not a thing was stolen from the
hundreds of safe deposit boxes. Insurance
investigator Philip Rowlands proposed a
chilling explanation for the bizarre
break-in. After years of hunting down
Coop, Emmas fiance, Philip claimed to
have tracked him to the scene of the crime.
Philip thinks Emma had something that had
belonged to Coop and he wanted it back.
But Coop had given Emma nothing but
memories, and all those turned bitter two
years ago when Coop was seen jumping
from a bridge in an apparent suicide.
Philip doesnt believe Coops dead, and
Emma doesnt believe she can trust Philip.
Will the new man in her life lead to solving
the mysteries around her late fiance, or is
he obsessed and simply another mistake
she must avoid making?
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